
Composition : POLYAMIDE 79% - ELASTHANNE 21%

IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCESACCELERATE YOUR RECOVERY REDUCE THE RISK OJ INJURY

compression selective xperience

Targeted Compression using a variable tensioned mesh - The R & D center at BVSPORT have shown through numerous scientific tests, that the pressures
transmitted to the lower limbs (during sport and activity) vary depending on the size and thickness of the muscles, as well as the activity and intensity.
The muscles try to absorb these pressures while the bones, tendons and nerves much less so, leading to an increased risk of muscular injury. 
BIOMECHANICALLY IMPROVES MUSCULAR PERFORMANCE - From 2004, we have used this knowledge and incorporated variable tensions within our
compression garments (Boosters and Pro Recup). Our targeted compression, based on the anatomical positioning, activity and the physiological structure
of the muscles, maximizes : Stability of the muscles -  Reducing oscillations and vibrations - Enhancing biomechanics through movement; Improves blood
flow with increased venous return - Delaying fatigue during activity and improving recovery by decreasing DOMs with reduced soreness and toxin build up.

S  <30-34 cm <175 cm

S+  <30-34 cm >175 cm

M  >34-38 cm <175 cm

M+  >34-38 cm >175 cm

L  >38-43 cm <175 cm

L+  >38-43 cm >175 cm

XL  >34-38 cm > 192 cm

XL+  >38-43 cm > 192 cm

XXL  >43-48 cm > 175 cm

XXL+  >43-48 cm > 192 cm

The support-compression effect adjusted to the calf which is
 a truly vascular and muscular sponge, allows a quickly
  elimination of the venous blood poorly oxygenated and �lled
   of toxins (lactic acid, CO2).
     Your muscle �bers, tendons and ligament will be supplied
       very quickly in oxygenated blood allowing you to recover
         in the best time in order to continue with the trainings
          and competitions in excellent conditions. It must be
             brought as soon as possible after each effort
                (drive, match, and competition) during 2 hours
                   minimum. 
                   The PRORECUP ELITE use can be superior,
                especially during physical preparations or after long
             efforts when the recovery is even more necessary.
          The PRORECUP ELITE range is the indispensable
     complement to other recovery techniques by extending
  their bene�cial effects (massages, stretching, electro
stimulation, therapy pressure) 


